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Abstract. Fundamental to location-based services is accurate positioning information which is commonly acquired using one or several of three
main technologies: Global Positioning System (GPS), cellular network
information (Cell-ID, OTDOA), or wireless network (WLAN). However,
indoor location technologies are still in an infancy stage, main reason being the lack of adequate location sensors and indoor maps. In this paper
we present concepts, architecture and implementation of a novel RFIDbased indoor positioning prototype which uses standard functionality of
today’s NFC-equipped smartphones. The proposed solution aggregates
and processes available location sources, including RFID/NFC, Bluetooth, WLAN and GPS. It uses a web services infrastructure including
server-based algorithms and own indoor maps to separate positioning
algorithms from location sensors and to compute accurate, floor-specific
position. Feasibility of the theoretical concept is demonstrated using a
fully functional prototype which has been implemented as Mobile App
for Android-based Google Nexus Series smartphones. It seamlessly integrates indoor positioning with Google Maps outdoor positioning, offering
highly accurate indoor positioning as pre-requisite of future advanced indoor location-based services. Main application of the indoor location prototype is the development and testing of novel location algorithms which
aggregate and combine distinct location sensors and sources. However,
the system can be easily extended and deployed to offer, e.g., accurate
customer indoor door-to-door navigation in large shopping malls.

1

Introduction

Outdoor maps and location-based services (LBS) have become ubiquitous, being
an important support for everyday life. Web portals or Mobile Apps offer a wide
variety of free services ranging from restaurant guides to route planners which
all rely on location services and maps of three major online map providers:
Google Maps1 and OpenStreetMap2 supporting device-independent APIs and
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Google Maps: http://maps.google.com/
OpenStreetMap: http://www.openstreetmap.org/

web-browser access, and Apple supporting own devices only. LBS like point-topoint navigation applications are supported by availability of accurate, affordable
GPS receivers, either as stand-alone units or components of smartphones or
navigation devices. Mobile phones improve location accuracy by aggregating and
consistency-checking GPS data with 2G or 3G cell information, and, optionally
by integrating data of visible wireless LAN (WLAN) access points.
1.1

Problem Statement and Motivation

When LBS are used in buildings the drawbacks and limitations of technologies
like GPS [13], Galileo [2] or other cellular network based systems come into effect. Their signals do not propagate adequately into buildings, raising the need
for additional low-range positioning technologies to support accurate indoor positioning at room or floor level. Possible fields of application include for instance
airports, shopping malls, retail stores, social networks applications, Internet of
things, smart cities or ambient intelligence for indoor robotics.
This paper presents concepts and methodologies on how to integrate shortrange NFC devices with other location sources such to enable indoor location
at room or floor level. It is important to note that from a jurisdictional point
of view, indoor location, as well as the use of indoor maps, might be subject
to increased privacy requirements when compared to outdoor location. These
aspects are of fundamental relevance for the future deployment and success of
indoor location-based services but left explicitly outside of this paper’s focus,
which is strictly on architectural and technical aspects of indoor positioning.
The proposed indoor location prototype, in the following referred to as IIPS
(Institute of Telecommunications Indoor Positioning System) focuses on usability and integration with existing standards. On this purpose, the client software
extends the Google Maps API3 for seamless integration of detailed indoor maps,
offering an application which runs on today’s Android Smartphones and uses
their existing location sensors. However, main aim of the prototype is to build
an experimental platform for positioning algorithm testing. As will be detailed
in the following sections, the IIPS client is primarily used as a location sensor
and display device, while the IIPS server aggregates client-sent location sensor
information with global knowledge using experimental algorithms in order to
compute the IIPS client’s position in near-real time. One main requirement for
the prototype architecture was, therefore, to outsource all algorithms to the IIPS
server, facilitating runtime-modification and -testing of positioning algorithms.
1.2

Related Work

The vast majority of contributions for indoor positioning systems aim at replacing Global Positioning System (GPS) [13], Global Orbiting Navigation Satellite
System (GLONASS) and Galileo [2] by alternative (non-standardized) indoor
positioning techniques. Most popular fields of applications are indoor tracking
3
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systems for hospitals, applications for tourists or mobile robot navigation [8] [15].
In July 2013, Google has started indoor positioning services for selected areas
and buildings4 .
These location systems rely on technologies like Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) [20], Bluetooth [4], Radio-frequency identification (RFID) [11],
ultra-wide band (UWB), ZigBee or sensor networks as infrastructure for localization [15]. Alternative approaches use infrared communication, ultra-sound,
vision-based or audible sound [8] for indoor location. The authors of [3] improve
accuracy of a WiFi indoor positioning system using Bluetooth dongles, but do
not integrate RFID Tags. Another related reference [9] integrates Google Maps
and Android into an indoor positioning system, tracking indoor objects using
ZigBee module locations and outdoor objects using GPS.
NFC-based indoor positioning and navigation systems targeting smartphones
have been proposed by [19], [10], and [5]. The indoor navigation application presented in [19] uses NFC tags positioned at landmark locations for indoor routing.
The client app downloads custom maps from a server and processes location information, computing navigation routes. This concept is extended in [10] by
adding QR code support for localization and implementing a series of dedicated
navigation services (e.g., finding the nearest toilet or car park). However, these
publications use special-purpose maps which do not integrate with existing outdoor mapping services. We consider aggregation of various location sources as
proposed by [5] to be required for determining an approximative location while
not in the proximity of NFC tags or QR codes.
Beyond technological infrastructure, indoor positioning requires sophisticated
positioning techniques and algorithms. Liu [15] and Al Nuaimi [1] categorize
available techniques and algorithms into three groups: geometric approaches,
scene analysis and proximity. Gu [8] mentions vision analysis as an additional
group.
Main contribution of this paper is on one hand a generic architecture which
seamlessly integrates indoor and outdoor location in an Android application
based on Google Maps. The proposed IIPS architecture supports required indoor maps to be provided and location information processed by third-party
service providers, offering interesting business opportunities. On the other hand,
the presented server-based architecture aggregates data originated by a wide
variety of location sensor technologies. Capturing of sensor-technology-specific
properties supports algorithms in sensor prioritization, evenutally increasing accuracy and offering reliable mechanisms for location consistency verification.
We argue that appropriate handling of complex, heterogeneous location sensor information, which mobile devices can acquire, requires a huge amount of
context information for accurate interpretation. Examples include, but are not
limited to, WLAN access point positions, signal strength, and building-specific
signal propagation models. This is why IIPS prefers server-based processing of
client-provided raw sensor information over client-only-processing or providing
context information to mobile devices. Finally, server-based operation supports
4
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run-time modification and fine-tuning of algorithms. This is a central requirement for the main IIPS functionality of being a versatile location algorithm
development and testing system.
1.3

Structure of this Document

Section 2 reviews basics of location-based services with particular focus on technologies and concepts used in the remainder of this work. Section 3 introduces
the generic IIPS indoor positioning system concept, followed by discussion and
evaluation in section 4. Section 5 concludes the document with a summary and
outlook on future work.

2

Location Basics

This section presents a short review and discussion of location and positioning
algorithms used for implementing the IIPS prototype.
2.1

Geometric algorithms

Geometric approaches like trilateration and triangulation estimate positions
based on geometric properties of triangles. Trilateration uses measures of distance for calculating the estimated position [1], whereas triangulation estimates
the current position by means of angles to reference points [6]. In case of signalbased positioning the challenging task with weighted trilateration is to develop
adequate signal propagation models which convert received signal strength (RSS)
into a distance measurement. In particular, positioning accuracy in indoor environments is biased to a large extent by interference of non-line-of-sight (NLOS)
and multipath signals.
According to [8] and [15] triangulation can be subdivided into the RSSbased method, the round-trip time of flight method (RTOF), the angle of arrival
method (AOA), the time of arrival method (TOA) and the time difference of
arrival method (TDOA).
The proposed IIPS prototype is designed as a location algorithm experimentation platform, therefore not being bound to a specific location algorithm. Some
positioning methodologies are not well suited for indoor positioning, for instance
TOA, which relies on cellular GSM network timing. In its basic configuration,
the prototype aggregates a series of algorithms, one of which is the centroid
algorithm, denoting a polygon’s geometrical center. When compared to triangulation, the centroid algorithm does not necessarily require three reference points,
at the cost of being less accurate. A RSS-value threshold, as introduced in this
paper, can support in avoiding deflected results.
2.2

Scene Analysis

A second category of location techniques is (radio-frequency based) scene analysis. These algorithms require an extensive calibration phase, consisting of a priori

acquisition of signal fingerprints for a specific scene. The actual position is estimated later on by comparing the current signal fingerprint with database-stored
reference fingerprints. In literature these two phases are referenced as online and
offline phase.
Liu [15] sub-categorizes fingerprint-based positioning algorithms using pattern recognition techniques, mentioning k-nearest-neighbor (kNN), neural networks, support vector machine (SVM) and smallest M-vertex polygon (SMP).
Mathematically advanced and formal fingerprinting methods as well as filtering approaches (e.g. Bayesian filtering) are described in [12]. Main drawbacks
of scene analysis algorithms include the requirement for extensive calibration
measurements and a significant computational effort at runtime for accurate fingerprint acquisition. The use of scene algorithms for accurate positioning in wide
area indoor LBS is therefore preferred for highly populated key regions.
Still, the precision of accurately calibrated fingerprinting algorithms is adequate, which is why the prototype uses this technique as part of the aggregated
indoor positioning.
2.3

Proximity Algorithms

The most important category with respect to NFC-based positioning is the one
of proximity algorithms [6], sometime also referenced as ID positioning algorithms. These algorithms provide symbolic relative location information, referencing some known location positions or areas identified by specific target
objects. When such a tracked target object is captured, then the algorithm estimates the current position at this known location position or area. If more than
one target object is detected, then the location area with the strongest received
signal is chosen. The IIPS prototype uses proximity algorithms for location devices with small ranges (Bluetooth dongles and RFID-Tags).
2.4

Location Sensor Technologies

Data for positioning can be extracted either from an existing infrastructure or
from special devices dedicated for indoor positioning. The huge benefit of reusing
existing infrastructures is the cost factor. For indoor positioning the infrastructure must consist of local-range technologies such as Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) [20], Bluetooth [4], Radio-frequency identification (RFID) [11] or
Near Field Communication (NFC) [17] devices.
Wireless Local Area Network: WLAN (WiFi) [20] is based on IEEE 802.11
standards. The original 802.11 standard has been extended to 802.11b respectively to 802.11b/g which, at the time of writing, is the most widely used WLAN
standard. The data rate of IEEE 802.11b/g is up to 11/54 Mbit/s in the 2.4GHz
band within a range of 50-100 m.
A reference point for positioning (an access point) is identified by its unique
MAC address, while the SSID (Service Set Identifier) of a WLAN network is

freely selectable. The WLAN radio signal can be used for location estimation
by exploiting the RSS-value. The WLAN interface of the Samsung Nexus S5
smartphone supports IEEE 802.11b (11 Mbit/s), IEEE 802.11g (54 Mbit/s) and
IEEE 802.11n (300 Mbit/s).
Bluetooth: The IIPS uses Bluetooth [4] as a short-range technology for positioning. Bluetooth is based on WiFi 802.11 WLAN and operates on the same
frequency band as WLAN [4]. The range of Bluetooth varies from 5m (class 3)
to 100m (class 1), publications typically approximating the range of Bluetooth
with 10 meters. Bluetooth dongle signals support the IIPS in refining accuracy
of the WLAN-acquired location.
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID): An improvement of IIPS over
published indoor location systems is the aggregation of Radio-frequency identification (RFID) [11] based position with other location technologies. The approximate range of RFID is shorter than the range of Bluetooth. Existing publications differentiate between four different types of RFID-Tags: Active tags, passive
tags, semi-passive tags and semi-active tags. The range of passive tags, which
gain their electric power through an inductive field, varies from a few centimeters
to one meter, while the range of active tags, which are powered by batteries, can
achieve ranges up to 15 meters [11]. Frequencies of RFID-Tags can be broken
into four ranges as well: Low Frequency (9-135 KHz), High Frequency (13.56
MHz), Ultra High Frequency (0.3-1.2 GHz) and Microwave (2.45-5.8 GHz) [11].
The range depends on both, the type of the RFID-Tag and the used frequency.
Near Field Communication (NFC): Near Field Communication (NFC) [17]
is an implementation of RFID technology. It operates at 13.56 MHz, has an
operation range of a few centimeters and can transfer data up to 424 kbit/s.
The NFC communication consists of an active NFC device (NFC reader), which
starts the communication, and a target like a (passive) RFID-Tag or another
NFC device. NFC supports three distinct operating modes: Card Emulation
Mode, Reader/Writer Mode and Peer-to-Peer Mode [18]. Two NFC-devices share
messages through the NFC Data Exchange Format (NDEF) Exchange Protocol.
The NFC technology is at the center of the presented IIPS prototype, inexpensive
RFID-Tags for positioning being read by the smartphone-integrated NFC reader.
2.5

Discussion

Selection of the most appropriate location technologies/infrastructures, location
techniques and location algorithms depends on the specific use case. The majority of referenced publications rely on WiFi fingerprinting. Triangulation performs
better in line-of-sight environments, but fails in typically indoor WLAN infrastructures [16]. Besides adequate precision of fingerprinting, the low cost factor
5
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(obtained by reusing WiFi infrastructure) and simplicity are reasons for preferring this algorithm. Advanced units like IMU (Inertial measurement unit) can
beneficially support indoor positioning systems. In [14] such an approach based
on accelerometer, magnetometer and gyroscope is implemented on an iPhone
4S.
Ideally, sensors for indoor location sources should be integrated with a portable
mobile device such as a smartphone. For accurate location display, public maps as
OpenStreetMap or Google Maps should be integrated in a standardized way with
privacy-sensitive, potentially access-restricted third-party indoor map repositories. Although portable computers such as tablets or laptops are an option for
indoor location terminals, we consider them as being inadequate in most use
cases.
Concluding the discussion on location algorithms and technologies we consider the basic concept of the IIPS prototype to be promising, aggregating location information of an existing infrastructure (WLAN) with low cost location
technologies (Bluetooth and RFID) by means of well-established algorithms as
centroid and fingerprinting. All required client sensors are already integrated
into a Google Nexus S reference mobile.

3

Concepts and Architecture

The proposed IIPS prototype depends on three distinct stages in its work flow:
calibration, positioning, and visualization. These modules and their main tasks
will be presented in the following.
3.1

Calibration

The initial stage of indoor positioning is calibration as shown in the left part
of fig. 1. During this stage location data is acquired and stored in a database,
such that the positioning systems learns geographic coordinates and identities
of available location devices. Location devices in this context are devices which
can be used for indoor position estimation, e.g. WLAN access points, Bluetooth
dongles, RFID tags, etc. Alternatively the system must learn fingerprints for the
covered indoor area, which insert one RSS-snapshot of all visible location devices
at specific geographic coordinates into the database.
It is important to note that the calibration process is executed only once by
the maintainer or operator, when enabling a specific building or floor for indoor
navigation. Re-calibration is required after substantial infrastructure changes
like, e.g., re-location of referenced location sources like WLAN access points.
3.2

Positioning

Following calibration, the positioning system is ready for operation. The review
of positioning algorithms in section 2 has pointed out that these algorithms typically operate on input sets of fingerprints or/and location devices. Accordingly
the calibration phase provides all of the required reference data for operation.

Fig. 1. Calibration and positioning

The positioning module, visible at the bottom of fig. 1, computes an estimate of the target’s position by comparing its scan result against the calibration
data collection stored in the calibration database using one or several location
algorithms.
Beyond all position techniques and algorithms, the positioning phase relies
on a hierarchical rule concept, which is referenced as QoPos (Quality of Positioning) in this paper. Distinct location sources have different accuracy, reliability,
and robustness, depending on location source technology and configuration. The
IIPS currently uses the simplest of all metrics, the inverse of the sensor’s maximum access range. Main assumption is that the smaller the distance between
target and location source is, the higher is the accuracy and reliability and the
lower the likelihood of impairments. The corresponding algorithm is depicted in
pseudocode in algorithm 1.1.
Depending on the positioning algorithm, only the scan result’s subset with
highest QoPos might be used for computing the current location. All other scan
results can be ignored or, alternatively, used for plausibility and consistency
verifications.

3.3

Visualization

The final step of the proposed workflow is visualization, during which the result
obtained during the positioning phase, i.e. the server algorithm’s output on the
target’s estimated position, is displayed on the target device. The methodology
to be used for visualization depends mainly on the target platform. Visualization
options can range from displaying some numerical coordinates on a small text
display, up to complex scenarios like, e.g., displaying accurate indoor maps and
marking the exact indoor location and potential uncertainty areas on these maps.
The latter solution has been adopted for the IIPS prototype that displays the
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Input: Positioning info acquired (scan result) by the target device
Output: Host accurate target device position
maximumQuality ←− 0;
maximumQualitySet ←− ∅;
foreach qualityOf CurrentLocationDevice ∈ (Scan result) do
if qualityOf CurrentLocationDevice > maximumQuality then
maximumQuality ←− qualityOf CurrentLocationDevice;
maximumQualitySet ←− currentLocationDevice;
end
if qualityOf CurrentLocationDevice == maximumQuality then
maximumQualitySet ←−
maximumQualitySet ∩ currentLocationDevice;
end
end
estimatePosition(maximumQualitySet);
doPlausibilityCheck(Scan result);

Algorithm 1.1: Scan result filter QoPos

estimated position on indoor maps seamlessly integrated with the Google Maps
API on a Samsung Nexus S smartphone.
3.4

Architecture

Fig. 2 depicts the IIPS prototype’s modular structure and components. The system consists of three main components: the Android-based client, the TomCat6
server, and the PostgreSQL-Server7 . The client is an Android Application (app)
executed on a Samsung Nexus S mobile phone, responsible for scanning location
sensor information, triggering position estimation by the server and displaying
the current position using Google Maps. In addition, the client supports a calibration mode, implemented by the so-called Learning Manager, which can be
used to acquire data for the server’s reference location database.
The TomCat server is responsible for deploying the networked server software. One main server requirement is the ability to plug in and test a wide
variety of location algorithms which estimate client position based on their reported location sensor information. It is important to note that the server itself
currently does not access actively any kind of location sensors. Instead, server
positioning relies exclusively on location data received during the calibration
phase and client-provided sensor information.
For calibration purposes, the server acquires location point and fingerprint
data through a RESTful Web Service using Jeresy8 as JAX-RS implementation.
A SOAP Web Service can be used as an alternative. However, SOAP involves
higher communication overhead and at the time of writing the Android SDK9
6
7
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Fig. 2. System architecture

does not include a SOAP library10 . From a design perspective, the server relies
on the Data Access Object pattern11 as a means for database access abstraction. The server implementation uses Hibernate12 as persistence framework and
Guice13 as dependency injection framework. Reference location data is stored
persistently in the PostgresSQL database.
During operation, the server returns the estimated position of clients through
a RESTful Web Service. Clients receive geographical coordinates of their estimated position from the server and the client app displays this position on an
individual indoor map, which is integrated on top of Google Maps.
The HTTP client shown in the upper right part of fig. 2 is intended as a
logging front-end to facilitate development and debugging. Examples of server
information available through the HTTP interface includes, e.g., the list of all
currently registered Android-Clients and selected sensor data.

4

Evaluation and Measurement Results

As mentioned earlier, main purpose of the IIPS prototype is to serve as a location algorithm experimentation and development platform. Although positioning algorithms like fingerprinting or centroid have been implemented for testing
purposes, the focus of evaluations is on the client’s and system’s responsiveness
rather than on location accuracy. In the following first measurement results will
10
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be presented, some of them with potential impact on future architectures of
indoor location systems.
4.1

Functionality Evaluation

For evaluation and testing purposes, passive paper NFC tags and Bluetooth
dongles have been installed on a floor of the Institute of Telecommunications.
All installed location devices have been calibrated, i.e., their position and ID
has been recorded with the server’s database and fingerprints of the available
WLAN infrastructure have been recorded. The floor’s map has been calibrated
and integrated with Google Maps by the mobile Application. Fig. 3 illustrates
integration of the indoor map with Google Maps by means of reference points.
This integration and calibration process is currently done manually.

Fig. 3. Projecting the individual ITC floor map onto Google Maps

Screenshots of the final integration and positioning using the Samsung Nexus
S Android application are shown in fig. 4. When no accurate sensor information
is available, the application displays the text “no position”. As soon as known
location devices, i.e., database-stored, calibrated NFC tags, Bluetooth dongles
or WLAN access points are detected, the application displays the estimated
position. The red dot in the right screenshot represents the current indoor position estimation and the semi-transparent blue circular area around the current
position a potential uncertainty factor. In the case of detected NFC tags, the
uncertainty area will be zero. WLAN access point detection will have a maximum uncertainty area, whereas WLAN fingerprint matches, WLAN detection

with RSSI weighting or Bluetooth dongles will benefit from intermediate accuracies. A functional version of server-based algorithms which support these
functionalities is operational, main focus for the future being development of
novel algorithms to improve indoor position and uncertainty factor estimation.

Fig. 4. Screenshot of Indoor Positioning Application

One main limiting factor in position estimation has turned out to be location
sensor quality, i.e., the accuracy, robustness, consistency and timing of location
sensor data and RSSI measurements that Android and the Samsung Nexus S
mobile device can provide to applications. NFC detection works flawless but optimizations are required to improve accuracy, stability and representativeness of
WLAN RRSI level measurements, in particular during calibration phase. This is
why the IIPS Android application has been extended to offer user-configurable
menu entries for measurement averaging and aging algorithms. E.g., one effective solution to significantly improve WLAN RSSI measurement quality is to
compute a weighted sum of the current RSSI result and a series of previous
(recent) measurement results. The count and respective weighting of historic
measurements to be considered is a matter of algorithm optimization.
Timing and delay of location sensor data is mainly influenced by the enduser device’s technology and system architecture. Measurement results provided
in the following are supposed to give an order of magnitude on these limiting
factors.

4.2

Round-trip Delay Measurements

(a) HSPA (3G) delay histogram

(b) WLAN delay histogram

Fig. 5. Request-reply round-trip delay (terminal posts sensor data and server replies
with estimated position) using 3G HSPA and WLAN data networks, statistics based
on 1000 measurement samples

Depending on networks available at the testing location and the access technology selected by the Samsung Nexus S mobile phone, the indoor location client
application exchanges data with the IIPS server either using 3G High Speed
Packet Access (HSPA) or WLAN technology. The histograms in fig. 5, relying
on 1000 measurements, respectively, depict round-trip delay for positioning requests as measured by the Android application. When comparing the median
response delay value, the measured delay for 802.11g WLAN access is 220 ms
and only slightly below the 3G delay of 260 ms. Moreover, the 95-percentile
of WLAN delay amounts to 430 ms, which is considerably higher than the 3G
95-percentile of 340 ms. The WLAN infrastructure was the official Vienna University of Technology WLAN network at vacation time, results being confirmed
by measurements with other, isolated WLAN access points. Recently published
HSPA delay measurement results [7] consider round-trip delays of 150 ms for
packets below 400 bytes and HSPA devices supporting 7.2 Mbit/s to be typical.
A realistic conclusion with respect to the round-trip-delay measurement results
is, therefore, that significant part of the delay is spent in application space. An
additional factor for the high WLAN delay could be interference with the WLAN
scanning procedure, which is used for detecting adjacent WLAN access points.
4.3

Scan Delay

An important metric for indoor location performance is the delay between triggering a specific location sensor scan and availability of the corresponding sensor
information. Figures for NFC tag reading delay can not be provided because of
the interrupt-type Android implementation of NFC detection. When the NXP
PN65 NFC reader on the Samsung Nexus S detects a NFC tag, Android generates a signal (Intent) to which applications can subscribe. However, practical

experience with the Samsung Nexus S has confirmed the NFC reader to operate
highly reliable and with low delay.
The Bluetooth results in fig. 6 illustrate that Bluetooth scan is subject to a
deterministic delay of more than 10 seconds and low delay variation. This value
is independent on the kind of Internet data connectivity – 3G HSPA or WLAN
– which is used for exchanging data with the IIPS server.

(a) Bluetooth scan delay (HSPA 3G)

(b) Bluetooth scan delay (WLAN)

Fig. 6. Scan duration of potential Bluetooth location sources while terminal is connected via 3G HSPA or WLAN network. Statistics based on 100 measurement samples

The time required by the Samsung Nexus S to scan for available WLANs as
shown in fig. 7 is significantly lower than the one for Bluetooth. A comparison of
WLAN scan duration while using 3G HSPA data server connectivity in fig. 7(a)
against the scan duration when using WLAN data connectivity in fig. 7(b) yields
a significant difference of almost 300 ms. Having one single antenna and hardware interface, it is self-evident that the WLAN scan procedure requires resources
which are shared with the existing WLAN data connectivity, which is why the
scan duration increases. Therefore the use of 3G data connection for server communication instead of WLAN data connection can support a significant decrease
of WLAN scan duration, in particular if frequent, time-critical WLAN scans are
required by specific domains of application.
It is important to mention that WLAN and Bluetooth scan procedures consume power. Although no explicit tests have been conducted, frequent scanning
of available location sensors is likely to drain the mobile phone’s battery within
short time.
4.4

Discussion and Future Work

The proposed prototype has several limitations. First and most notable is the
requirement to be always connected online, which, however, is typical for today’s
online location systems. Hybrid approaches, where part of the location intelligence is migrated from the server to the mobile terminal, are feasible options for
the future. Second, map calibration is a time-consuming operation which requires

(a) WLAN scan delay (HSPA 3G)

(b) WLAN scan delay (WLAN)

Fig. 7. Scan duration of potential WLAN location sources while terminal is connected
via 3G HSPA or WLAN network. Statistics based on 1000 measurement samples

manual interaction. However, calibration is required only once, the map being
afterwards available for operation. And third, various error sources like sensors
accuracy, delay, reliability, temporary shielding, etc. impair on the quality of
location sensor information.
This is why we anticipate improvements mainly in the technological area of
location sensor acquisition, response time, and indoor map provisioning. With
respect to map technology, Google has recently started deployment of selected
indoor maps. Automated map download and map calibration, as well as inclusion
of semantic map information like potential exit doors, locations for floor level
changes, etc. will be a first step for implementing accurate indoor routing.
The IIPS prototype confirms that NFC technology can be used for accurate
indoor location, in particular if combined with other location sources like WLAN
or Bluetooth. The development of novel, advanced positioning algorithms which
combine available location sensor technologies will be beneficially supported by
the proposed prototype. In addition, statistical models for movement prediction,
caching for real-time positioning and the use of accelerometer, magnetometer and
gyroscope sensor data will improve the quality of indoor positioning.

5

Summary

This paper discussed challenges and possible solutions for accurate indoor positioning systems with main focus on potential integration of NFC readers and
tags as location sources. Designed as an experimental platform for location algorithm testing, the presented ITC Indoor Positioning System (IIPS) prototype
acquires data from several location sensors, aggregates and prioritizes the location information to infer on accurate indoor location.
The QoPos (Quality of Positioning) concept introduced by this paper categorizes location sources according to several metrics, most simple one being
proximity. Passive NFC tags can be read by NFC devices integrated with today’s smartphones, identifying an exact indoor position. Augmenting such accu-

rate momentary location information with WLAN fingerprinting, indoor maps,
and advanced sensors like, e.g., accelerometer, magnetometer, and/or gyroscope
as proposed by [14] can enable indoor floor-level door-to-door routing in large
buildings like airports or shopping malls.
We anticipate that complex indoor routing algorithms will need (potentially
privacy-sensitive) local and global context information and impose huge requirements in terms of computational power, which is why the IIPS has outsourced algorithms to network-based servers instead of running them on a mobile, resourcelimited client. Global context can be, e.g, indoor map extensions like position
of doors, stairs, and elevators to infer on possible floor level changes. Still, the
IIPS prototype stores indoor maps on the smartphone, minimizing the traffic
between server and client to sensor information reported in uplink direction and
the server-computed position communicated to the client in downlink direction.
This decision is a matter of optimization by balancing traffic and computational
requirements.
Summarizing, this paper demonstrated the potential of NFC technology for
indoor location, an area which, in the light of highly successful outdoor navigation solutions in the past, we expect to evolve rapidly during the next few
years.
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